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HOW TO MAKE A COLOR AID
The colors that make UE your personal color harmony-the colors of your hair, eyes, skin, and
lipstick red-can be matched in fabric or paper to start a valuable purse-size shopping guide,
a /Icolor aid."
Below is an illustration of a color aid in actual size. The colors are pasted to a number of
sections, or /I sticks," l~ inches wide by 5 inches long, which may be cut from file cards.
The sticks are punched and held together with a brad, to resemble a fan (see illustration).
Extended colors
Composite coloring
Wardrobe colors that belong to
the hue families found in your
personal coloring
Wardrobe colors that belong to hue famil ies not inc luded. in
your personal colors
Colors that match your personal col-
ors are placed on sticks #2, #~, #4,
and #5 (see illustration).
If possible, start each of these sticks with
a section of the same fabric or paper used
on composite #1 stick.
As you find additional colors of the same hue as one
of your personal colors (these may be lighter, darker,
more vivid or less vivid), add these to the appropriate
stick.
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For sticks #6 and #7, select two color families not found in your personal coloring-colors
that enhance your personal colors. For example, a person with brown hair! golden amber eyes,
and peach skin might choose a green and a blue green for sticks #6 and #7. Complete each
stick with lighter, darker, more vivid, less vivid versions of the color.
Add more sticks to your color aid as you find other colors or additional extensions of colors
you already have chosen.
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Collect colors in fabric or paper that match your personal coloring
To select the best match to the overall appearance of your skin tone:
a. Identify the basic hue of your skin. One
way is to cut two windows in a 3-inch
square of paper and hold it against your
underarm skin above the elbow. Place
color samples under one window until
you find one that matches your skin tone
seen through the other window.
Match skin tone
Match hair
Match eyes
Choose a red
b. Use a mirror to check the best match to your arm skin with the skin
of forehead, neck, and face. You will find in your face area the hue
of your arm skin, but you may need to find a darker, lighter, or more
or less vivid color for the best match.
Your final selection will be the one that matches the overall appearance
of face and neck area. The original swatch can be used on the #"4 stick
as one of the extensions of your skin tone.
Use a mirror, and place swatches on your hair to select the color that
matches the overall appearance. You also may wish to match the high-
lights of your hair.
Use a mirror and hold swatches under your eyes to find the best match
to the predominant color. If you find additional colors in your eyes,
you may wish to match these as well.
I Select a red that comes from or relates to the hue of your skin tone.
You will need a sample of each of the above colors large enough to place one section on the
composite stick and one section at the top of one of the extended color sticks. A sample
about l3 inches long and l~ inches wide is sufficient.
Check your selected colors as a group for harmony and a recognizable expression of your
composite coloring. Revise, if necessary.
Directions for making color aid
If using fabric I apply masking tape to the
underside of each fabric sample as a back-
ing I placing the tape along a thread of the
weave. Trim off fabric on both sides of the
tape.
Mounting: Apply rubber cement to color
aid #1 composite stick and attach colors in·
order shown.
Join edges as closely as possible. Avoid
overlapping.
%-inch masking tape
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Trim excess on each side of stick.
Use the longer cutaway sections as the top sections of sticks #2, #3, #4, and #5.
If more than one color is used for eyes or hair I limit the number to three and cut them narrower
so that they will occupy approximately the same amount of space a single color would occupy.
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